At home in Mitford • 8 tapes • Focus on the Family Radio Theatre dramatizes this bestseller by Jan Karon as a miniseries.

Billy Budd • Focus on the Family Radio Theatre dramatizes this classic tale by Herman Melville.

Bonhoffer: the cost of freedom • Focus on the Family Radio Theatre. Dietrich Bonhoffer was one of the few German churchmen who stood up to the Nazis. This is a Peabody Award winning dramatization of his life.

Checkluk; John Hauff • Unshackled. Dramatizations of testimonies. Checkluk was a Tibetan monk. John Hauff was a bank robber.

Dave and Sharon Weiss • Unshackled: Dramatizations of testimonies. Dave was a missionary kid, but became an alcoholic and divorced his wife.

Family Outing • Focus on the Family Radio Theatre. The adventures and stresses a family goes through around their vacation cabin.

Father Gilbert Mystery: a soul in torment • Focus on the Family Radio Theatre. The detective priest. (CD and Tape)

Father Gilbert Mystery: Dead Air • Focus on the Family Radio Theatre. The detective priest.

Father Gilbert Mystery: Secrets • Focus on the Family Radio Theatre. The detective priest.

Father Gilbert Mystery: where the heart is • Focus on the Family Radio Theatre. The detective priest.

Jesse Valesquez • Unshackled. Dramatizations of testimonies. Jesse was almost killed in the Second World War.

Left Behind • This is a 48-episode drama about the tribulation. I disagree with its interpretation of scripture about eschatology, but it is very well done.

Les Miserables • Focus on the Family Radio Theatre. This is a radio adaptation of Victor Hugo’s famous novel.

Lunch & a cuppa; november journey; the 10 commandments: thou shalt not steal • BBC radio dramas.

Narnia 1: The Magician’s Nephew • Focus on the Family Radio Theatre. A wonderful adaptation of the classic C.S. Lewis fantasy story.

Narnia 2: The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe • Focus on the Family Radio Theatre. A wonderful adaptation of the classic C.S. Lewis fantasy story.

Narnia 3: The Horse and His Boy • Focus on the Family Radio Theatre. A wonderful adaptation of the classic C.S. Lewis fantasy story.

Narnia 4: Prince Caspian • Focus on the Family Radio Theatre. A wonderful adaptation of the classic C.S. Lewis fantasy story.

Narnia 5: The Voyage of the Dawn Treader • Focus on the Family Radio Theatre. A wonderful adaptation of the classic C.S. Lewis fantasy story.

Peter Rumachick • Unshackled: Dramatizations of testimonies. Story of a Russian believer & pastor who was persecuted and imprisoned many times for his faith during the Soviet Communist era.

Ray Rising • Unshackled. Dramatization of the story of a missionary who was held hostage by rebels.

Robin & Elias Correa • Unshackled: Dramatizations of testimonies. Robin & Elias were teen thieves.


Stan Telchin • Unshackled. Jewish man attempts to disprove the Gospel after his
daughter becomes a Messianic Jew.

**Stephen Lungu** • *Unshakled*. Dramatization of the story of a homeless man who became a terrorist before he found new meaning in life.

**The birth of Unshackled** • Unshackled. How the radio program was born. Side B has *Ray Rising*.

**The fire eater; bringing in the bride; the 10 commandments: thou shalt not bear false witness** • BBC radio dramas.

**The hitchhiker’s guide to the galaxy parts 11 & 12** • BBC radio drama, Sci-Fi comedy spoof.

**The hitchhiker’s guide to the galaxy parts 3 & 4** • BBC radio drama, Sci-Fi comedy spoof.

**The hitchhiker’s guide to the galaxy parts 5 & 6** • BBC radio drama, Sci-Fi comedy spoof.

**The horse and his boy** • Focus on the Family Radio Theatre. A wonderful adaptation of the classic C.S. Lewis fantasy story.

**The Legend of Squanto** • Focus on the Family Radio Theatre. The story of the Native American who helped the Pilgrims.


**The Luke Reports 5: Darkness comes, then the Son , parts 1 & 2** • Focus on the Family Radio Theatre. Dramatization of the writing of Acts.

**The Luke Reports 5: Darkness comes, then the Son , parts 3 & 4** • Focus on the Family Radio Theatre. Dramatization of the writing of Acts.

**The Talisman; 7 cream jugs (by Saki); the 10 commandments: thou shalt not covert thy neighbour’s things** • BBC radio dramas.

**Wakefield; the man who owned a mountain; the door of paradise; geronimo** • BBC radio dramas.

**War of the worlds, copy** • The classic radio drama by Orson Wells which scared so many people into thinking it was real.

**War of the worlds, part 1** • The classic radio drama by Orson Wells which scared so many people into thinking it was real.

**War of the worlds, part 2** • The classic radio drama by Orson Wells which scared so many people into thinking it was real.